
* In SaaS, only authentication via SAML and OpenID Connect is available Future features
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TEST MANAGEMENT
Manage a long-lasting test asset, one structured and optimized for large volumes

Manage requirement as well as classic and BDD (Gherkin) test case repositories    
Improve requirement hierarchy   
Sharing and applying best practices

Industrialize and optimize validation
Plan campaigns, run tests and manage test projects using custom metrics and dashboards    
Report bugs from Squash to GitLab, Mantis, Bugzilla    
Report bugs from Squash to Jira, Azure DevOps, Redmine, RTC, Tuleap   
Create reports using custom templates 

Integrate testing into agile team practices
Synchronize user stories from Jira and GitLab and report indicators    
Manage and prioritize sprint testing activities using the agile tester dashboard
Prepare, carry out and analyze the results of exploratory testing sessions    
Advanced integration with Jira (access to test details and results, and synchronization of epics)   
Manage a library of reusable actions for BDD testing 

Integrate Squash into the IT infrastructure
Update asset data using a REST API    
Automate Squash administration via a REST API   
Manage and delegate authentication (LDAP, Active Directory, SAML 2.0, OpenID Connect)*   

Features available now

AUTOMATED FUNCTIONAL TEST
Structuring and exploiting test asset automation

Process test automation using a workflow, associate scripts with test cases and generate Robot Framework or Cucumber scripts for BDD 
test cases   

Define execution plans, launch them from Squash and assess the results and reports   
Optimize analysis of test results and reports
Process test automation using a workflow in Jira 

Support popular testing frameworks
Exploit open source testing technologies (Robot Framework, Cucumber, JUnit, Cypress, Postman, SoapUI, SKF)   
Exploit proprietary studios (Katalon, UFT, Ranorex, Agilitest) 

Orchestrate and operate automated tests in the platform
Launch a test plan from CI/CD and define a quality gate   

Access test and quality gate results and reports in CI/CD and GitLab Merge Requests

Available in 7.0 (mid-2024)
Dashboard content depends on license

Available in 7.0 
(mid-2024)
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SERVER OFFER HOSTED OFFER

5 users

Free
distribution

- - €2,000

10 users - - €3,000

25 users €4,000 €10,000 €6,000

50 users €6,000 €15,000 €10,000

100 users €10,000 €25,000 €18,000

250 users €20 000 €50,000 €35,000

500 users €35 000 €87,500 €60,000

+500 users €15,000
for each additional 250 users

€37,500
for each additional 250 users On quotation
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Analysis functions are
license-dependent
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Features depend on license
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